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Warne Marsh's improvisational style during the 1970's has been overlooked by biographers (Chamberlain) and jazz theorists alike. However, this time period is significant because Marsh fully assimilated the teachings of Lennie Tristano with his major influence on tenor saxophone; Lester Young. Warne Marsh’s improvisations from the album The Unissued Copenhagen Studio Recordings (1975, Storyville STCD8278) showcase the saxophonist’s distinct phrasal structure and poignant lyricism. Within the harmonically sparse context of the trio format, Marsh is free to explore harmonic ideas that he might not have pursued because of dissonant clashes with a canonical interpretation of the chord structures. Analysis of motivic and harmonic elements within his improvisation will demonstrate that Marsh had successfully forged a unique, mature stylistic approach that was the result of the culmination of his lifelong devotion to the development of concepts originally taught to him by Lennie Tristano.
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Chapter 1 Creative Battle

1.1 Biographical Sketch

Warne Marion Marsh was born on October 26, 1927. He came from a musical background; his grandfather played trumpet in the Russian Imperial Army, defected and settled in Philadelphia in the 1890’s. He moved to Los Angeles with Warne’s mother, Elizabeth Marsh.¹ She became known in Los Angeles as a sideline musician for silent films. It was on set for the MGM film Married Flirts that she met Warne’s father, Oliver Marsh.² Around age 10, Warne began piano lessons, practicing the Bach Magdalena pieces, and took up various instruments including saxophone and bass clarinet in order to prepare for a career as a studio musician. However, by age 15, Warne Marsh had become obsessed with learning the language of jazz. In an interview with Roland Baggenaes, he states

I played the bass clarinet and clarinet and I had previously studied piano, but I was a saxophone player from when I was 15 and bought a tenor. Now I’ve learned flute and I play clarinet because I teach these instruments but I consider them minor studies. Actually, any of the woodwinds is worth a lifetime career and flute and clarinet are major instruments. U don’t think you have enough time in your life to do all three of them well, so I play tenor and consider the other instruments as necessary evils.³

¹ Chamberlain 2000
² Ibid.
³ Baggenaes 1976
He learned solo improvisations such as “Body and Soul” by Coleman Hawkins, “Cottontail” by Ben Webster, and joined a youth band called The Canteen Kids, which performed weekly at the Hollywood Canteen in Los Angeles. After graduating high school, it seems Marsh may have briefly attended the University of Southern California from November 1945 through April 1946, though no information exists on the classes he took. Shortly thereafter, he was inducted to the United States Army as a musician in the Camp Lee Special Services dance band.\(^4\)

It was through his Army service that Marsh would make the most important and influential musical association of his career: Lennie Tristano. Don Ferrara, a jazz trumpeter, had studied with Tristano and maintained their correspondence through the mail. Marsh was deeply impacted by his ability to apply fundamental theoretical concepts from Western Art Music to jazz improvisation. Saxophonist Ted Brown states that he met Warne through jam sessions that were held in the Fort Lee mess hall late at night.\(^5\) Marsh worked to get himself reassigned to Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, in order to “spend every spare minute in New York, listening to Parker and studying with Lennie Tristano”\(^6\). After being discharged from the Army, Warne was living in Hollywood with his mother. Ted Brown recalls seeing him playing at several different clubs on Central Avenue and in Long Beach. In the summer of 1948, Marsh joined the

\(^4\) Ronzello 1982  
\(^5\) Brown 2013  
\(^6\) Balliett 1985
Buddy Rich big band, primarily as a means of returning to New York City. Brown, who had moved to New York in September of 1948, discusses seeing Marsh in New York City in October of 1948, and meeting Lennie Tristano during that time.\(^7\)

Throughout the late 1940's through 1954, Warne dedicated himself to the teachings of Lennie Tristano, and developed his career almost exclusively through Tristano and his fellow students. He recorded *Wow*\(^8\) and *Crosscurrent*\(^9\) as a member of Lennie Tristano's sextet, and with Lee Konitz's group Marsh did not record without members of Lennie Tristano's sphere of influence, with few exceptions.\(^10\) This led to the suppression of earlier musical influences on Warne's style, including Lester Young and other swing and pre bebop saxophonists such as Coleman Hawkins and Don Byas. Perhaps the most powerful anecdote of Marsh's transformation comes from saxophonist John LaPorta, who discusses with Safford Chamberlain how Tristano told Marsh "Lennie thinks you don’t believe anymore"\(^11\), regarding Warne’s use of phrase commonly associated with Lester Young during an improvisation.

By the spring of 1955, Warne Marsh decided to assert his own independence, removing himself from the insular community fostered by Lennie Tristano. He moved back to North Hollywood and began rehearsing regularly

\(^7\) Ibid.

\(^8\) Lennie Tristano Sextet 1949

\(^9\) Lennie Tristano Sextet 1949

\(^10\) Marsh recorded with pianist and vocalist Hadda Brooks in March of 1950, Kai Winding’s group in April of 1951, and the Metronome All Starts in July of 1953.

\(^11\) Chamberlain 2000
with piano-less trios, He also records his first album under his own name: Jazz of Two Cities.\textsuperscript{12}

During the 1960's, Warne Marsh develops a unique style that incorporates elements of his original swing influence (especially Lester Young), bebop as well as the musical and philosophical elements of Lennie Tristano's teaching. Chapter 2 will explore the notion of categorizing Warne Marsh as a “cool jazz” player and his relationship to Lennie Tristano in greater depth.

\textbf{1.2 Discussion of General Features of the Repertoire}

In making general comparisons regarding the repertoire Warne Marsh uses for \textit{The Unissued Copenhagen Studio Recordings}, several general observations can be made. First, each is a 32-measure composition with an AABA form. Most were popular songs published during the late 1920’s and the 1930’s, with the exception of “Confirmation” and “Little Willie Leaps In”. Below, a table has been compiled with the composition name, composer, key and tempo.

Warne Marsh’s solo improvisations are relatively compact in comparison to contemporary soloists.\textsuperscript{13} The average number of choruses on \textit{The Unissued Copenhagen Studio Recordings} is approximately 2.6 choruses. By far the longest solo Marsh takes is on the composition “When You’re Smiling”.

\textsuperscript{12} Later released in stereo as \textit{Winds of Marsh}.

\textsuperscript{13} Saxophonist John Coltrane’s lengthy improvisations on recordings such as \textit{A Love Supreme} and \textit{Interstellar Space} inspired saxophonists and many other musicians during the 1970’s to “stretch” their solos.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Composer</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Tempo (approx.)</th>
<th>Number of Choruses Improvised</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. “Confirmation”</td>
<td>Charlie Parker</td>
<td>F major</td>
<td>Q=120</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. “I Can’t Give You Anything But Love”</td>
<td>Jimmy McHugh</td>
<td>Ab major</td>
<td>Q=142</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. “Without A Song”</td>
<td>Vincent Youmans</td>
<td>Eb major</td>
<td>Q=120</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. “Just One of Those Things”</td>
<td>Cole Porter</td>
<td>D minor</td>
<td>Q=250</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. “All The Things You Are”</td>
<td>Jerome Kern</td>
<td>Ab major</td>
<td>Q=126</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. “I Should Care”</td>
<td>Sammy Cahn</td>
<td>F major</td>
<td>Q=112</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. “When You’re Smiling”</td>
<td>Mark Fisher</td>
<td>Eb major</td>
<td>Q=232</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. “Little Willie Leaps”</td>
<td>Miles Davis</td>
<td>F major</td>
<td>Q=152</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. “Everytime We Say Goodbye”</td>
<td>Richard Rodgers</td>
<td>C major</td>
<td>Q=60</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. “I Want to Be Happy”</td>
<td>Vincent Youmans</td>
<td>E major</td>
<td>Q=220</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Eleven of the twelve compositions are in a major key, with “Just One of Those Things” being the only minor composition (key of D minor). Warne Marsh heavily favors the keys of Eb major and F major, performing six of the twelve compositions in one of those primary key signatures. There is a very large variation in tempos: from quarter note= 60 through 250. Three performances are quite fast: “Just One of Those Things”, “When You’re Smiling” and “I Want to Be Happy”. “Everytime We Say Goodbye” is by far the slowest performance on the
recording (quarter note= 60), and is also the shortest in terms of choruses performed (just two; statement of the melody and one chorus solo).

1.3 Methods of Analysis

Unless a transcription or a score is already available, most jazz analysis starts with a recording. This places a primacy on listening to the music. General observations can be made such as the form of the piece, tonal centers and harmonic progressions. The sound concept of each musician and their interaction can be generally documented as well. There are many viewpoints on hearing/listening in theoretical literature. Structural listening, a concept forwarded by Subotnik\textsuperscript{14}, is a central contemporary analytical approach for listening to a piece of music. She argues that listeners should seek to hear the global structure of a piece through its connection to a unifying motive or theme. Cone’s book \textit{The Composer’s Voice}\textsuperscript{15} is a representative work. He discusses the imagery and characterizations (through motives and themes) constructed by composers. While there may be multiple characters within a composition, they should be understood as stemming from a singularity.

There are two general categories of transcription: prescriptive and descriptive transcription. Charles Seeger wrote an excellent article, \textit{Prescriptive}

\textsuperscript{14} Subotnik 1988
\textsuperscript{15} Cone 1974
and Descriptive Music-Writing\textsuperscript{16} that deals with this distinction in more detail. Broadly, prescriptive transcription can be viewed as an attempt to visually demonstrate the “actual sound” of the piece, while descriptive transcription is a way to demonstrate how a piece of music “should” sound. I have opted for a more descriptive oriented transcription because I did not want to inject my personal opinion into the transcription regarding how to attain the actual sound Warne Marsh (and in one example, Lester Young) is making. Transcriptions appear transposed up one octave to allow for easier readability.

Traditional theoretical discussion of jazz transcription stems from the notion of chord/scale analysis. This concept began with George Russell’s landmark book \textit{The Lydian Chromatic Concept of Tonal Organization}, which examines the application of chords and scales to the harmonic progressions in the context of improvisation. Though Russell’s system was based on the lydian scale, the general concept of using modes from a parent scale has been adopted by jazz education across the world.\textsuperscript{17}

Theorists such as Henry Martin\textsuperscript{18} and Steve Larson\textsuperscript{19} have used Schenkerian analysis to discuss the interrelationships between jazz compositions and the improvisations based on the harmonic content of those compositions. Schenkerian analysis works by subtracting the quantitative element (rhythm)

\textsuperscript{16} Seeger 1958

\textsuperscript{17} For example, depending on the context within a harmonic progression, a Bb7 lead sheet symbol could imply a Bb7 mixolydian scale, a mode of the C major parent scale.

\textsuperscript{18} Martin, \textit{Charlie Parker and Thematic Improvisation} 1996

\textsuperscript{19} Larson 2009
from the transcription, and over a series of staves, reducing the notes to the most important structural elements. In two specific cases I have applied Schenkerian analysis to demonstrate (1) the similarities in voice leading between Lester Young and Warne Marsh and (2) show the global structure within Marsh’s improvisation on “Everytime We Say Goodbye”.

I will be primarily discussing the motivic and harmonic material used by Warne Marsh throughout the recording session through directed analysis of three performances: “Confirmation”, “All The Things You Are”, and “Just One of Those Things”. These improvisations demonstrate the global motives and harmonic material references throughout the album. Transcriptions to each of Warne Marsh’s improvisations not directly discussed can be found in the appendices.

Interviews were conducted with saxophonist Ted Brown and guitarist John Klopotowski. Both men knew Warne Marsh personally, yet provided very different insights regarding Marsh’s playing and musical approach. Ted Brown knew Marsh before he began studying with Lennie Tristano, and could cogently discuss technical aspects of Marsh’s music in relation to the saxophone. This provided me with a unique view as to why there might have been practical reasons necessitating Marsh’s shift in sound concept during the early 1970’s. John Klopotowski studied with Warne Marsh and published an excellent book recounting his studies entitled *A Jazz Life*.20

---

20 Klopotowski 2005
1.4 Reasons for Choosing *The Unissued Copenhagen Studio Recordings* and Statement of Purpose

Warne Marsh’s sound and rhythmic concept throughout this recording are captivating elements that invite further listening. Unfortunately, Warne Marsh did not record with many strong rhythm section players during his recording career.\(^{21}\) Many rhythm sections could not interact with the more complicated metrical dissonances that Marsh superimposed, and chose to stick with keeping a strict adherence to the time and form rather than risk the possibility of getting lost or “turning around the beat”. This rhythm section philosophy was in part an aesthetic choice made years earlier by Lennie Tristano, an influential teacher, composer and pianist who mentored Marsh. On this recording, Warne Marsh is performing with equals; Niels Henning Ørsted Pederson, a virtuoso bassist who partners brilliantly with the saxophonist to create some very interesting contrapuntal moments during the course of the album, and Alan Levitt, a lesser known but artistic drummer who played with both Lennie Tristano and Marsh’s close associate Lee Konitz as well as Paul Bley.\(^{22}\)

Without chordal accompaniment, Marsh is free to explore harmonic ideas that he might not have pursued because of dissonant clashes with a canonical interpretation of the chord structures. Both Pederson and Levitt follow Marsh throughout his rhythmic excursions, and sometimes reach surprising conclusions.

---

\(^{21}\) Chamberlain 2000

\(^{22}\) Feather and Gitler 2000
that clash with the traditional 4 and 8 measure phrase structure, yet are ultimately resolved with aplomb.

Often, transcription and analysis on Marsh's late period recordings during the 1970's through the mid 1980's has been dismissed. In fact, biographer Safford Chamberlain goes so far as to state that "Personally, in listening to Marsh's music of the 1970's and 1980's, I often feel that he is playing his defenses, his hard, tough-guy outer shell, rather than expressing his vulnerable inner self. The conflict between the two was, I think, his central creative battle"\textsuperscript{23}.

I hope to demonstrate that rather than waging a creative battle, Marsh had successfully forged a unique, mature stylistic approach that was the result of the culmination of his lifelong devotion to the development of concepts originally taught to him by Lennie Tristano. By the early 1970's, he was capable of a wider range of self-expression than at any other point in his career.

\textsuperscript{23} Ibid.
Chapter 2 Cool Jazz and The Tristano School

2.1 Defining Cool Jazz

Jazz scholarship generally agrees that the term “cool jazz” is a label used to define a jazz style that emerged during the late 1940’s that “[advocated] a moderation of those musical, emotional or ritualistic qualities associated with the parent style”\(^1\). However, opinions diverge greatly when discussing the musicians who performed cool jazz and the emergence of the style. Dr. Mark Gridley\(^2\), author of one of the most widely distributed collegiate jazz textbooks, attempts to categorize cool jazz into: (1) Soft variants of bebop, including the Miles Davis recordings that constitute *Birth of the Cool*; the complete works of the Modern Jazz Quartet; the output of Gerry Mulligan, especially his work with Chet Baker and Bob Brookmeyer; the music of Stan Kenton’s sidemen during the late 1940s through the 1950s; and the works of George Shearing and Stan Getz. (2) The output of modern players who eschewed bebop in favor of advanced swing era developments, including musicians such as Lennie Tristano, Lee Konitz, Warne Marsh, Dave Brubeck and Paul Desmond (3) Musicians from either of the previous categories who were active in California from the 1940’s through the 1960’s, developing what came to be known as West Coast jazz. (4) Exploratory

---

\(^1\) Cool Jazz 2003

\(^2\) Gridley 1994
music with a subdued effect by musicians such as Teddy Charles, Chico Hamilton, John LaPorta and their colleagues during the 1950’s.

I believe that a distinction needs to be made between the music of Lennie Tristano and the students who perform in his style from “cool jazz”. Close musical and historical analysis of Lennie Tristano demonstrates that he and his students did not eschew bebop, nor should their music be considered “soft bebop”. Gridley seems to use this term to refer to music that relies on a greater degree of composition, with less focus on improvisational soloists. Lee Konitz remarked in the June 25, 1996 issue of the Village Voice

Miles’ nonet - that was cool chamber music, a kind of arranger’s workshop. Of course, there were great soloists on that record, but they were incidental to the arrangements…The fact is that we were trying to play as intensely as possible. When I was in [Tristano’s] band, we were trying to emulate the hot players - Charlie Parker, Lester Young, Roy Eldridge, Charlie Christian, and Louis Armstrong. Those were our predecessors. I think Tristano's function in this [jazz’s] development has been underappreciated… I always thought that cool was a misnomer, since he was one of the hottest players who ever lived, if you ever care to really listen to him. ³

In contrast, Tristano and his students maintained a philosophy that was developed by bebop; that short (12-32 measure) melodies would be springboards for soloists to feature their improvisational skills. Unlike bebop and swing, Tristano sought a style of improvisation that placed a greater reliance on long, flowing linear melodies that displayed a unique harmonic language paired with a high degree of polyrhythmic complexity. During the course of this essay I will demonstrate that Tristano and his students Warne Marsh and Lee Konitz developed a distinctive approach to music that embraces bebop and swing elements with articulation and expressive aesthetics common to the western art

³ Yaffe 1996
music tradition. Rather than advocating moderation of the emotional qualities of jazz, these musicians sought to develop a parallel style of improvisational expression.

Ted Gioia’s research\(^4\) on demonstrates how early jazz musicians Bix Beiderbecke and Frank Trumbauer can be viewed as using stylistic elements that influenced what would be later known as cool jazz. They employed a motivically sequential improvisational style. A well-known example is Beiderbecke’s solo on the piece “Singin’ The Blues Till My Daddy Comes Home”. Throughout the solo, he plays with short motives that follow a specific 4 bar phrase structure. He introduces two motives that appear in transposed and rhythmically varied ways throughout the piece. Motive A is initially presented as eighth notes followed by a half note in bar 1, and then is immediately transposed and slightly rhythmically altered in bar 2. In bar 5, he condenses the rhythm into a quarter note followed by a quarter note tied to an eighth note. In measure 13, he uses another rhythmic variation; a quarter note followed by to eight notes tied to a quarter note. Measure 14 demonstrates a similar transposition and variation (A2 prime) as measures 1 and 2. Beiderbecke also uses a motive labeled B, which is a long eighth note line which voice leads into a strong chord tone of the downbeat of the following bar. This occurs in measure 3 leading into 4, measure 19 leading into 20, and measure 23 leading into 24. There is a certain balance to his phrasing,

especially in the opening 8 bars, that calls to mind the notion of antecedent and consequent sentence structure that is often used to describe Western Art Music.\textsuperscript{5}

\begin{center}
\textbf{SINGIN' THE BLUES}
\textbf{TILL MY DADDY COMES HOME}
\end{center}

This type of internal coherence and conformity to preset phrase structures is quite common within the improvisational work of early Lester Young. Young also incorporates elements of Trumbauer’s style as a central influence on his playing. Dr. Lewis Porter mentions that—

Trumbauer’s music was built in fairly predictable two-bar phrases, whereas Young’s phrases were longer and of more varied lengths. From the point of view of harmony, however, Trumbauer revealed a sophisticated ear for his time in his use of ninths,

\textsuperscript{5} Green 1979
elevenths, thirteenths, and of augmented arpeggios instead of dominant chords, all elements of Young’s playing.\footnote{Porter 2005}

Nowhere are these influences more apparent in Young’s playing than on the Jones-Smith Inc. recording in 1936.\footnote{Young 1936}

2.2 Tristano, Parker and “Line Up”

Young’s swing feel and language would serve as the foundation of Charlie Parker’s style, one of the primary architects of the bebop movement that began in the mid 1940’s. Several comparisons can be drawn between the evolution in Lennie Tristano and Parker’s styles. First and most importantly was the influence of Lester Young. Biographer Carl Woideck discusses Parker’s intense desire to learn the improvisational style of Lester Young.\footnote{Woideck 1996} Similarly, Tristano learned many of Young’s solos, and he required his students to learn several, including “Lady Be Good”, “Pound Cake” and “Lester Leaps In”.\footnote{Klopotowski, \textit{A Jazz Life} 2005} Both the repertoire for Tristano and Parker concentrated on 32 measure compositions from popular songs. However, Parker also included the blues form as a standard component of his performances, while Tristano hardly ever recorded or performed the blues. Both composed new melodies based on the original form and chord progressions, and demonstrate very divergent styles. Parker’s compositional style demonstrates
short, compact phrases that generally outlined traditional harmonic structures, and often used blues based riffs. A great deal of Parker’s compositions were originally improvised, and gradually codified through live performance. He also developed a chord progression to move through a series of ii-V chords that he uses on compositions such as “Blues for Alice” and “Confirmation” and also as an improvisational device for instantaneous re-harmonization. However, Tristano’s compositions demonstrate striking differences. Take for instance his improvisation on “Line Up”, which is based on the chord progression to the composition “All of Me”.
LINE UP

Transcribed by John Petruccelli based on prior work by J. Mahone

Lennie Tristano

Piano

Abmaj7 × C7(b9) ×

5 Cm7(b5) F7(b9) Bbm7 ×

9 Gm7(b5) C7(b9) Fm7 ×

13 Bbm7 × Bbm7 Eb7

17 Abmaj7 × C7(b9) ×

21 Cm7(b5) F7(b9) Bbm7 F7(b9) Bbm7

25 Dbmaj7 Dbm7 Cm7 F7

29 Bbm7 Eb7 Abmaj7 Bbm7 Eb7
Throughout “Line Up”, it becomes apparent that the notion of Tristano’s composition or improvisation merits the label “advanced swing” given by Gridley. The swing feel is not triplet based as it is with most swing musicians. Further, the harmonic structures Tristano is utilizing seem more influenced by bebop, perhaps with even more chromaticism. In measures 50 and 51, Tristano nearly plays an entire chromatic scale within the context of a line. He also uses seventh chord structures with alterations to the 9th, 11th and 13th of the chord. For instance in measure 16, he uses the #5th of the Eb7 on the upbeat of 3, as well as the b9th on the upbeat of 4, resolving to the 5th of the Abmaj7 chord in measure 17.

During measure 22, he uses the b5th and the natural 5th sequentially on the F7b9 chord, as well as the b13th and natural 13th, which allows him common tones that anticipate the Bbm7 in measure 23. In measure 30, Tristano arpeggiates the Eb7 again, this time landing on the #11 of the chord on the downbeat of 1. The upbeat of 3 in measure 25 through measure 26 demonstrates a unique harmonic device generally known as the “side slip”, when an improviser will play a melody up one half step from the tonic key for deliberate harmonic effect. He plays with distinct articulation patterns, sometimes with a rather jagged attack, and uses dynamics to bring emphasize the movement of the melody.

Tristano uses a very different aesthetic in terms of the rhythm section than swing or bebop musicians. There is a level of evenness, both rhythmically and dynamically to both the bass and drummer throughout the performance that simply is not heard in other contexts. Bebop drummers such as Max Roach and
Art Taylor were known for their interaction with the soloist, and even in swing drummers used a variety of different techniques to engage the other members of the band. However, Tristano deliberately wanted a separate aesthetic from bebop and swing, and wanted a very “calm” rhythm section, which allowed him to freely superimpose a variety of harmonic and rhythmic devices. He also refrains from the use of chords to accompany himself, preferring to play a single line melody as if he was a melodic instrument like saxophone or trumpet. Many pianists, such as Herbie Hancock, would later emulate this single-line style. Finally, Tristano also uses much longer lines than were common to either swing musicians or even most bebop pianists. From measures 49 through 60, the pianist plays a continuous phrase preparing the listener for some of the even longer lines he performs later. His students Lee Konitz and Warne Marsh would both utilize Tristano’s improvisational concepts in their own playing to further expand this style.

Further examination of the definition, or redefining “cool jazz” entirely may be in order. For example, Eunmi Shim’s autobiography of Lennie Tristano\(^{10}\) states “‘cool’ jazz is a blanket term that refers to tendencies in the late 1940’s and early 1950’s represented by a diverse group of jazz musicians whose styles did not strictly conform to the manner of bebop playing as established by Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie. Even though Miles Davis’ nonet and Tristano’s sextet are commonly considered to have made seminal recordings of the style in 1949, none of the contemporary reviews referred to them as ‘cool’”

\(^{10}\) Shim 2007
2.3 Marsh, Tristano and Cool

During the 1970’s, the answer to the question “Is Warne Marsh a cool jazz player?” requires a nuanced approach. As discussed, Lennie Tristano’s sphere of influence (including Warne Marsh’s playing and composing) should be viewed as a distinct stylistic element under the umbrella term “jazz”, not necessarily meeting the definitions of cool. However, by the early 1970’s Marsh reincorporation of Lester Young’s style and bebop influences does provide evidence under Gridley’s definition that Marsh had moved into a cool jazz style. The combination of swing inspired language with updated harmonic vocabulary, and Warne Marsh’s re-identification with the California jazz scene both as a teacher and performer provide solid arguments in support of the claim. His sound concept

Yet simultaneously, Warne Marsh’s loyalty to tenets of Lennie Tristano’s teaching still permeated his artistic viewpoint. His commitment to “the beauty of the line” and choices such as performing Bach two-part inventions and arrangements other “light classical” repertoire demonstrate that point (but stopped performing contrafacts by the Tristano School). Additionally, as John Klopotowski mentions in A Jazz Life, Marsh taught in order to pass on to his students “I’m just trying to pass on what Lennie taught me”\textsuperscript{11}.

Ultimately, Warne Marsh’s philosophical and musical associations deliberately straddle the line between the Tristano School and cool jazz. The distance that he intentionally created between himself and Lennie Tristano

\textsuperscript{11} Klopotowski, \textit{Interview with Guitarist John Klopotowski} 2012
allowed him to fully develop as an independent musician while still acknowledging the lasting influence of his former teacher.
Chapter 3 Lester Young, Warne Marsh and “Oh, Lady Be Good”

3.1 Discussion of Recording

Warne Marsh’s album *Red Mitchell-Warne Marsh Big Two, Vol. 1*\(^1\) demonstrates this synthesis with an intriguing rendition of “Oh, Lady Be Good”\(^2\). Rather than begin with the melody, Marsh uses the entirety of Lester Young’s famous solo from the 1936 Jones-Smith Inc. recording session. He then follows this with a solo of his own. While Lester Young’s solo has been studied extensively from a variety of perspectives. I believe that an analysis of the two solos sheds new light on the level of sophistication of Young’s solo, and demonstrating that while Warne Marsh’s voice leading remains similar to Young, he is able to employ rhythmic devices that further obscure the overall hypermeter.

3.2 Gushee’s Formulaic Analysis and Lester Young’s Solo

Gushee’s analysis discusses Lester Young’s solo on “Shoe Shine Boy” in terms of four main formulas; A, B, Y and \(\phi\).\(^3\) He connects this material with the

---

2. Title appears on The Unissued Copenhagen Studio Recordings as “Lady Be Good”
relationship to the melody. The opening three measures are labeled A, which represents transformations of the basic form D, E, D#. The B formula is describable by similar short repetition of two notes, with a static rhythmic character. Formula Y is characterized by variation on a GM7 arpeggio. The 9 formula is a descending arpeggio line. Gushee states that this is a gestural idea that is used in the exact same configuration, while its function within the phrase differs. Below is a transcription of Lester Young’s solo on “Oh, Lady Be Good” with an application of Gushee’s motivic labels.

Lester Young’s phrasing throughout his solo is crafted in very imaginative ways. Often times he sets up short phrases that he “answers” used an upward shape. The phrase structure of the first A section is compelling because while Young plays a continuous line throughout the 8 measures, it can be viewed as three sectional phrases, demarcated by the dotted quarter notes. This creates a 3-measure, 2-measure, 3-measure phrase structure.

In the second A section, we see Young vary the phrase structure. This time the phrase structure begins with a punctuated 2 measure phrase, followed by a four bar eighth note phrase which contrasts nicely, The final two measures of the 8 measure form connect motivically to the initial phrase of measures 9 and 10, indicating development rather than new material.

The solo follows a stricter interpretation of the 8 measure, 2 groups of four measure structure on the bridge, though Lester Young uses a displacement dissonance on beat four as an anticipation, causing the obfuscation of beat 1.
The final A section, measures 25-32, demonstrates Lester Young playing within the four bar phrase structure. While similar motivic material appears in measures 41-44, he alters the phrase structure by extending his phrase to 5 measures instead of the previous 4.
3.3 Warne Marsh’s Rendition

Warne Marsh’s “Oh, Lady Be Good” is a fascinating example of tribute to his main musical influence, Lester Young. For the first two choruses of the recording, he quotes Young’s solo, supplanting the original melody of the song. A bass solo follows for three choruses, and then Marsh reenters with a second solo that contains a brief, rhythmically displaced version of the original melody for two choruses, then ending on a held G7 chord.

This performance raises intriguing philosophical questions over the Marsh’s intentions. First, it establishes that Marsh believed that the solo supersedes the original melody, both in importance and in melodic content and primacy. In fact, using the Young solo “as the melody”, invites comparison to the Tristano school practice of writing new melodies on popular songs that used elongated phrasing and introduced new harmonic and rhythmic content to re-contextualize the performance. The fact that Marsh decides to solo in his own style for an equal number of choruses invites direct comparison and analysis to Young’s solo. It is possible to infer that Marsh was demonstrating that he had assimilated Lester Young’s sound and vocabulary with Tristano’s teachings.

In contrast to the original recording, Marsh elects to present Young’s solo with a different orchestration. Instead of using the original instrumentation, (saxophone, drums, piano, and bass) he opts for just himself (tenor saxophone) and bassist Red Mitchell. This provides a much sparser presentation, allowing the listener to hear the spontaneous counterpoint between saxophone and bass. Since Mitchell does not noticeably alter his style, it is most likely that Marsh did
not provide Mitchell with instruction to play in a 1930’s style bass line, which leads us to assume that Marsh may have wanted (perhaps not even consciously) to demonstrate that Young’s solo could be heard as “contemporary” and relevant with a modern bass line.

### 3.4 Analysis of the Quotation Solo

Slight rhythmic and melodic differences appear from the beginning. For instance, in measure 1 Young holds out the D for a full half note, while Marsh plays a quarter note. In measure 5, Marsh holds the G on the beat three through the downbeat of beat four, while Young plays a quarter note. Young plays a quarter note G on beat four of measure 6. In contrast, Marsh opts to play two consecutive eighth notes. Marsh also noticeably adds notes to elongate enclosure or neighbor tone motion to target notes. This contrast is demonstrated from measure 16 into 17 when Young uses a pickup G into E. Instead, Marsh opts to heighten the rhythmic motion with an eighth note triplet, and adds another note (A) to the figure. A similar transformation occurs in measure 34. Young uses a quick sixteenth note run to target the E on beat two. Again, Marsh compresses the rhythm to a sixteenth note triplet, and adds a new note (G) while persevering the beat two arrival on E.

Measure 7 is the first note discrepancy between the two solos. In Lester Young’s original solo, he plays D, G, B, E. Marsh plays E, G, B E. While the difference is slight, there are different harmonic implications as a result of Marsh’s change. Because of the half note harmonic motion of the chord
progression, Young’s performance is analyzed as D, G, B relating to the G chord as an ascending second inversion major triad, concluding on the E, which coincides harmonically as the root of the Em7 chord. This creates a new harmonic relationship between the melodic statement and the harmonic structure. Landing on the E on the downbeat of the measure rather than D delays the feeling of resolution. Young’s choice of D provides a sense of arrival and conclusion of the phrase. Had he ended his phrase on D, the listener would have accepted it. Marsh’s omission of the D heightens the resolution of the repeated E’s in measures 7 and 8 to the D on the downbeat of measure 9.

3.5 Structural Differences within Quotation Solo

From an analytical perspective, Marsh’s largest departures from exact quotation of Young’s solo reveal stunning similarities with his improvised solo later in the final two choruses of the performance.

In measures 15 through 17, Marsh simplifies the original motivic material; avoiding the enclosure material Young plays on beat four of measure 15 and beat one of measure 17. Marsh also creates a displacement dissonance by carrying the quarter note rhythm presented on upbeats throughout the measure.

In measure 22, Marsh again departs from Young’s solo. While Young plays a quarter note C# on the beat one, Marsh adds a new motive (X): C#. C natural, C#, E. Warne Marsh uses this motive to conclude the initial two chorus solo tribute and returns to it as a principle motivic element in his two-chorus improvisation to conclude the piece.
Beginning in measure 51, Marsh represents a full departure from Young’s solo, and begins improvising with similar melodic and harmonic content. He follows similar voice leading considerations, but uses rhythmic and melodic devices to extend and compress resolution points. For example, on beats three and four of measure 51, Marsh expands Young’s melodic fragment that resolves to the G on the downbeat of measure 52. Marsh employs an enclosure to extend the resolution point to the downbeat of 2. This leads to a complete separation of the phrases between the two soloists. Young’s phrase clearly ends on beat one of measure 53. Marsh extends his phrase, opting to continue the motivic phrase rather than follow Young’s improvisation.

An interesting occurrence takes place in measure 54. Young’s original solo features the rip motive leading into a descending eighth note figure that outlines an E minor 6 chord. Marsh uses almost identical material, yet he uses an ascending eighth note figure, introducing an F#. This variation allows Marsh to maintain a connection to the motivic material in measure 53.

By measure 57, Marsh begins improvising entirely separately from Lester Young’s solo. He re-introduces the 9 motive, and transforms it rhythmically and intervallically until he concludes the second chorus. Measure 57 features the 9 motive rhythmically displaced by a quarter note beginning on beat two. G is transposed harmonically to fit the C7 chord in the following measure, while measure 60 features another harmonic transposition, and is presented ascending for the first time. On beats two and three of measure 60, the motive is presented descending again, but Marsh fragments the motive so that beat one of the fourth
measure is obscured. Another kind of rhythmic variation occurs on beat two of measure 61. Marsh uses an ascending triplet figure to compress the presentation of the motive, bringing his initial solo to a climax by using another ascending $\vartheta$ motive, returning to the original eighth rhythmic material, and uses a descending scalar line to connect with the final transformation of $\vartheta$. 
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3.6 Discussion of Warne Marsh’s Second Improvisation

After Warne Marsh concludes the first two tribute choruses of “Oh, Lady Be Good”, Red Mitchell begins a solo that continues for three choruses. Marsh enters and begins improvising for two more choruses before concluding the piece on a held G7 with Pederson.

Marsh greatly limits his motivic material, relying instead on constructing his solo based on a high degree of variation based on X and $\vartheta$ motives. The presentation of the X motive (an enclosure structure) is typically presented on beat four as linking material to extend the phrase past measure four of the four measure phrase. This occurs in measures 161 and 170, although Marsh also uses it on beat one of measure 189. The beat one presentation anticipates a new use for motive X in measures 199 through 205: as a primary phrase using transformation through the G major tonality to provide a serpentine contour to the melodic material.

A unique harmonic moment takes place at measure 164. Within his phrase Marsh begins playing arpeggios outlining a D major 6 chord and G7 (beats one and two of 164. On beats three and four, Marsh and Mitchell both seem to simultaneously modulate tonal centers. Marsh’s line seems to outline a Bb9sus4 chord. Normally, Red Mitchell had been playing material related to Em7, and it is remarkable that the both seamlessly transition to an Ab major tonality for the majority of measure 165 before returning to the G major center in 166.

Chorus IV of Marsh’s improvisation features a unique entrance with a high degree of displacement dissonance. His phrase begins on the second measure
from the end of Mitchell third chorus (measure 156). Beginning on the third measure of a four-measure hypermeter is highly unusual, and Marsh heightens the rhythmic tension within the phrase by deliberately avoiding landing on the downbeat of one in the final measure of Pederson’s solo, and in each of the first four measures of the eight measure A section.

When Marsh finally does land on the downbeat of one in measure 162, the “arrival” is undermined by the continuation of the eighth note phrase. In fact, the displacement has become so pronounced that measure 163 creates the impression for the listener that the metrical structure has shifted: measure 163 sounds as the second four measure phrase of the A section. The displacement continues through measure 167. The structure of Marsh’s phrase through the first half of the A section can be viewed as an organization of two and three eighth note groupings that form patterns that are designed to obscure beat one. The first phrase sets up a 2, 3, 3 pattern within the phrase (2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3). Marsh seems to reverse the pattern starting on the upbeat of four in measure 169 (2, 2, 3,). The second phrase sets up a 3, 2 structure that forms an overarching pattern: 3, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2. Marsh is able to reconcile the shift by measure 170, resetting the typical 4/8/32 measure hypermetrical structure.
Chorus III

158 G C7 G

162 Am7 D7 G Em7 Am7 D7

166 G C7 G

170 Am7 D7 G

174 C D7 G C7 G

178 Em7 A7 Am7 D7

182 G C7

184 G D7 Am7 D7

188 G Am7 D7
3.7 Schenkerian Analysis Comparison

The technique of Schenkerian analysis has been applied to both the bridge of choruses one and two of Lester Young’s original solo and the final two choruses of Warne Marsh’s improvisation (not the quotation section). Interestingly, both saxophonists’ playing can be reduced to a two-voice melodic structure. In measure 19 and 23, their upper voice melodic line is almost identical. This demonstrates that Warne Marsh did not just employ Lester Young’s solo as a conscious gesture—while his “real-time” playing sounds quite different on the bridge, he has unconsciously assimilated structural elements of Young’s playing.

Upon examining chorus one, several structural differences are apparent. In measures 17 through 20, Lester Young lower structural line seems to be centered on E. Notes such as C, G and D seem to enclose the E from above and below, giving it greater structural emphasis. Warne Marsh’s lower voice is more chromatic, and has a more distinct ascending shape as compared to Young’s, which is fairly static (C to B to G, then back to B).
In measures 17 and 18 of chorus two, Young uses a descending unfolding line in which the harmonic structure is refreshed with each repetition, calling to mind the contrapuntal style of J.S. Bach. Marsh’s improvisation avoids direct patterns, yet again relying on the inherent strength created by the descent, overshooting the target E by going down to the Eb and then rising back up. Despite the differences, both soloists’ structural lines emphasize the G major triad in measures 19 and 20, and both emphasize the D in measure 20, probably as a way of signaling the V to I relationship about to resolve on the downbeat of the final A section.
Chorus 2 Bridge, Marsh and Young
Chapter 4 “Confirmation”

4.1 Statement of the Melody

Warne Marsh begins The Unissued Copenhagen Studio Recordings with Charlie Parker’s classic composition “Confirmation”. The popularity of the series of sequential ii-V harmonic progression has become abstractly referred to as “Parker” or “Bird” changes since it was also applied as a harmonic substitution set on the blues form.

Unlike some of the other performances on the recording, he chooses to state the melody completely. Almost immediately, Marsh places his personal signature on Parker’s composition by altering the structure of the melody in measure 7. In the original performance, Parker anticipates measure 7 with a B, followed by E and A. This creates a classic sound over the dominant harmony, adding the 13 and 9 to the G7. Marsh’s alteration creates an A major triad. This creates a new upper structure in relation to the G7, maintaining the 13 and 9 while replacing Parker’s choice of the 3rd with the #11 of the chord. He maintains the C#/Db in measure 8, over the typical Gm7 harmony, creating an implied half-diminished harmony over Niels Henning Ørsted Pederson’s bass line. After stating the melody, Marsh immediately leaps into a brief but intense solo that lasts for two choruses.
4.2 Motivic Analysis

There are four recurring motives throughout Marsh’s improvisation. The first will be referred to as motive T.

It is a three-note collection composed of an ascending major third followed by a scalar descent back to the note of origin. Within the context of the F major 7 chord, the motive outlines scale degrees 4, 7, 6, 4. Combined with the rhythmic placement of motive T (beats three and four leading into the downbeat of Marsh’s first chorus of improvisation), the use of scale degree 4 heightens the arrival of the downbeat of one on scale degree 3. Though not always directly, it seems Marsh takes the general shape of motive T to form the majority of his phrase through measures 1 through 4. Marsh uses motive T in an identical rhythmic location (on beats three and four) in measure 1, transposing onto scale degrees
1, 3, 2, 1 of the F major 7 chord. Beats one and two of measure two use a similar shape that give the listener the impression that Marsh is continuing the motive while moving the half-diminished harmony. Yet embedded in the upbeat of measure two through beat 4 is a direct transposition of motive T, though not necessarily audible in real-time since it is integrated into a bebop triplet style line into the downbeat of 1 in measure three. Marsh concludes his phrase in measure 4 with alterations to match the minor harmony (using the major 7th as a passing tone to 1).

During the second chorus, the saxophonist uses a reflection of motive T: descending a major third followed by an ascending stepwise motion. In measure 36 (measure 4 of the chorus), Marsh concludes his phrase with an almost identical minor version of motive T. Two more direct transpositions of motive T occur in chorus two in measures 56 and 57. Interestingly, they are both presented “backwards” (3, 4, 5, 3 and maj7, 1, 2, maj7 respectively) in relation to the original motive.

The second central motive is designated motive U to represent Marsh’s unconscious use of melodic material known in Schenkerian analysis as the ausfaltung, or unfolding. “An unfolding literally unfolds a two-note chord, moving from either from upper voice to lower or the other way round. “Unfoldings are often found in conjunction with other types of elaboration, such as linear
progressions."¹ The first direct example occurs at measure 12. Essentially the motive is comprised of a skipping motion back and forth to surround a target chord tone, which implies the presence of a compound melody.

Measure 12 of Confirmation: Implied Compound Melody

In measure 16, a similar triadic U motive occurs, projecting another triadic compound melody.

Measure 16 of Confirmation: Implied Compound Melody

The use of motive U in measures 12 and 16 foreshadows the larger voice leading implications projected during the triplet phrase in measures 18 through 22.

The third main motivic element (motive C.S.) that Warne Marsh relies on throughout his solo is the use of chromatic slides to chord tones. While this may

¹ Pankhurst 2008
seem like to broad of a gesture to label as a motive, there are two specific ways that he uses this element that can be codified. The first is a four note chromatic ascent or descent into a target note. Beat four of measure 15 displays the descending variation of this pattern in a sixteenth note rhythm. Using the same motivic concept in measure 24, Marsh uses combines two motive C.S. to create an ascending eighth line to create a heightened sense of arrival on the downbeat of one in measure 25. The longer form of motive C.S. typically appears as a group of five or six notes descending to a target note.

Confirmation- Motive C.S.

The fourth motivic element has already been defined in Gushee’s analysis as motive G (descending root position minor 7 chord). During his solo on
“Confirmation”, Marsh generally uses motive $\vartheta$ as a sixteenth note line to create a two part voice leading motion by connecting motive $\vartheta$ to motive T or motive C.S.

Motive G connected to Motive T

Motive G connected to Motive C.S.

4.3 Harmonic Analysis

Marsh’s improvisation is fairly conservative from a harmonic perspective. This is in part due to the fact that at two choruses, his solo may have been too brief to allow him to be more harmonically adventurous. Regardless, three aspects of his performance stand out: (1) the combination of sequential use of minor seventh chords superimposed in a unique location of the harmonic rhythm, (2) specific use of diminished seventh chords on beat four of dominant seventh chords (3) superimposition of Am7 over the D7 chord.

In measure 25, Warne Marsh plays a fascinating melodic and harmonic structure over the Em7b5/B7 into the Dm7 chord on the downbeat of measure 26. The melodic content line in of itself is surprising to the listener, and is further emphasized by the fact that Marsh plays it into the altissimo range of the
saxophone. The first four note can be restructured to create an F#m7 chord. Yet the presentation of this chord on the Em7b5 half diminished harmony is notable. Essentially, this creates a chord built off of scale degree 2 of the original harmony, introducing the major 2\(^{\text{nd}}\), major 6\(^{\text{th}}\), and perfect 4\(^{\text{th}}\) while omitting the third (possibly adding to the suspended effect). The second half of the measure creates a distinct superimposition. This can be restructured and analyzed as an Em7 chord, constructed from scale degree 5 of the A7, introducing the major 2\(^{\text{nd}}\) and the perfect 4\(^{\text{th}}\) (again). There is a fascinating structural relationship between the ascension of the line and the fact that the Marsh’s superimpositions are descending stepwise (F#m7-Em7).

### Confirmation Harmonic Implications
#### Measure 25 Beats 1 and 2

Harmonic Presentation of Marsh's melodic line

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Em7(b5)} \\
\text{Em7(b5)} \\
\end{array}
\]

### Harmonic Implications Measure 25 Beats 3 and 4

Harmonic Presentation of Marsh's melodic line

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{A7} \\
\end{array}
\]

In identical measures of the form during both choruses, Warne employs an Am7 arpeggio over a D7 chord. In measure 8, this appears on beat one in
descending root position. In measure 40, the descending Am7 chord is again used, this time in first inversion.

The final harmonic device is the use of diminished seventh chords that occur on beat four of the D7 in measure 7 and measure 54 of the Ab7 harmonies. In measure 7, the ascending diminished seventh chord is built off of scale degree 3, setting up the inherent tension of the b9 to be resolved on the downbeat of the following chord (F to D, scale degree 5 of the G7). The diminished seventh chord presented on beat 3 of measure 54 is descending and built off of the b9th.
CONFIRMATION
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Chapter 5 “All The Things You Are”

8.1 Discussion of the Composition

Originally a composition for Jerome Kern’s final Broadway musical *Very Warm for May*, “All The Things You Are” has become a centerpiece of the jazz repertoire.¹

Warne Marsh immediately begins improvising without a full statement of the melody. Instead, he paraphrases the opening two bars of the melody in the first measure, compressing the whole note Ab into a quarter note, and using two eighth notes on the upbeat of 3 and the downbeat of 4 respectively to present the eighth note Db, which typically is also a whole note in measure 2.

![Figure 1](image_url)

Marsh continues a short, motivic phrase, referred to as motive R based on the melody on the upbeat of beat 4 in measure 2 leading into measure 3. However, in measure 4, Marsh makes a jarring leap of a major seventh from Eb, the fifth of the Ab Major 7th chord to D natural, the sharp 11. As quickly as it was introduced, the gesture evaporates, replaced by the A motive, changing his note

¹ It is the 2nd most recorded composition in the history of the music. Jazz Standards.com 2005
choices to lead into the Dbmaj 7 chord. Traditionally these note choices; A natural (#1), Gb (b7) and F (6) conflict dramatically with the Abmaj7 in measure 4. This tension is not felt by the listener because there is no chordal accompaniment in the group, so rather than dissonance, there is a dynamic interplay between Niels-Henning Ørsted Pederson and Warne Marsh.

8.2 Motivic Analysis

It is in measure 6 that we first see Marsh use a formula that appears throughout this solo, and indeed throughout his playing on the album as a whole. Motive S, as it is labeled in Figure 2, is used to connect disparate sections of a continuous melody (either because of range or rhythmic distinctions) and is also used to postpone the anticipated resolution point of a phrase. For example, in measures 23, 24 and 25, Marsh begins a two bar phrase in the second half of a four bar phrase, and lands on beat one of measure 25 on scale degree 3. This would normally be a natural point to pause to conclude a phrase, but instead, Marsh employs motive S to postpone the feeling of resolution and spins a new melody based on the motive in measure 26.

**FIGURE 2**

Tenor Saxophone

In measure 46, motive S connects a sequential quarter note triplet. Because both the rhythm and the motives are repeated 3 times in a row, the listener perceives
the combination of two distinct melodic units as equal and interconnected. On
beat 4 of measure 61, motive S is used for the first time as the signature melodic
component of the phrase. Closer inspection of the relationship of the use of the
motive to the metrical structure shows that it is played on beat 2 of measure 62
beats 2 and 4 of measure 63, and beat 2 of measure 65. This is an important
observation because Warne deliberately plays 'behind' the beat, which amplifies
the degree of swing felt by the listener. Beats 2 and 4 are the source of strong
swing feel\(^2\), and the fact that he is constantly playing motive S in places within
the metrical grid provide the basis for that perception.

Marsh employs ornamentation through the use of sixteenth note triplets to
highlight a quasi-bass line from the upbeat of beat 4 in measure 12 throughout
measures 13 and 14. Without ornamentation, the bass line would sound as Ab
(scale degree 1), Bb (scale degree 2), A (scale degree 1), concluding with D
(scale degree 1). He returns to this idea in measure 68, using identical rhythm
with new note choices over the B7 to Bbm7 chord. The timing of this return is an
interesting juxtaposition of the original presentation. Initially, Marsh uses this
bass line motion during the second half of an eight-measure phrase. In the
return, it appears later within the 8-measure phrase structure and within the
chorus form itself, and serves the function as preparation for the conclusion of
the chorus. The introduction and return of melodic material is generally reserved
to describe the work of classical composition, yet Marsh is able to use a similar
structure within an entirely improvised performance. Analysis on outstanding

\(^2\) Laroche 2001
saxophone soloists such as Sonny Rollins and Charlie Parker demonstrate that jazz artists develop highly refined methods of presenting and developing melodic information. In fact, some jazz scholarship goes to far by implying or openly stating that the improviser knowingly soloed with the intention of developing a motive throughout or during parts of their solo. I do not believe it is possible to speculate whether or not Warne Marsh deliberately planned the return of this melodic fragment without significant documentation in the form of recorded interviews or specific mentioning of his thought process on the solo in question.

In measure 27 and 28, Marsh introduces motive $\vartheta$; a descending seventh chord arpeggio. Initially, the motive appears as a descending minor seventh chord followed by an enclosure that leads into another presentation of motive A. In Chorus II, motive $\vartheta$ is transformed over a Db Major 7th chord, beginning on a descending Bb minor 7th arpeggio. This is the beginning of an intense 'double-time' passage made up nearly entirely of material derived from motive $\vartheta$. While at first glance, the listener may hear the 4 sixteenth notes on beat 4 of measure 41 to be a simple scalar connecting pattern to a continuation of the motive $\vartheta$ double-time phrase, closer examination reveals that it is actually another derivative of motive C (a seventh chord arpeggio, this time in 3rd inversion). There is a beautiful symmetry created within measures 41 and 42; the listener hears a descending line that simultaneously seems to have a serpentine motion due to Marsh’s air accent articulation pattern.

3 Schuller 1958

4 Martin, Charlie Parker and Thematic Improvisation 1996
8.3 Harmonic Analysis

Throughout his improvisation, Marsh demonstrates an interesting approach to improvising over the dominant seventh chord. Analysis of his playing on only passages with dominant seventh chords reveals that he generally does not seem to use any preconceived devices to outline the chord structure.

In measure 18, the saxophonist creates a descending line using scale degrees b6, 3, #2, b2 and 1. This linear style of melodic playing implies the use of extensions of the dominant seventh chord to the 13th, including alterations that modify the sound and feeling of the chord. These choices reflect Marsh's highly developed sense of chordal playing. Furthermore, it is clear that Marsh does not have a set procedure in place for highlighting specific chord tones. Note choice seems derived from the direction of the melodic contour and voice leading considerations to the downbeat of the following measure. This occurs again in measure 104. Marsh plays a transitory line that leads into C, the 9th of Bbmin7, on the downbeat of 1 in measure 105. The notes reflect the b6, 5, b5, 4, #9, and 9 respectively. The notable exception is during the first chorus. On measure 22, Marsh plays a figure that is a traditional element of the jazz improvisatory vocabulary. There are even hints of the influence of Charlie Parker. He quotes a melodic fragment that recalls the Parker composition “K.C. Blues” in measures 15 and 16 in chorus one, and again in almost an identical place in chorus three.
The saxophonist quickly departs from stylistic quotation and employs a poly-chordal method of dealing with dominant 7th chords. The most common way of utilizing this technique is to build a 7th chord off one of the chord tones of the existing lead sheet chord. Marsh uses a descending F minor 7 arpeggio on beat one of measure 75. This chord structure can be derived from reorganizing the series of the full Eb thirteenth chord (scale degrees 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 becomes 9, 11, 13, 1). A similar design occurs on the first beat of measure 58. Warne Marsh plays an F# minor 7th arpeggio structure, derived from scale degree 5 of the B7 chord.

In contrast, there are several examples of poly-chord structures that do not easily fit conventional theoretical archetypes. Within the same measure, Marsh plays a chordal structure based off of the b9 of B7 on beats 3 and 4. This creates a “slash chord” that can be labeled Emajor7/C. This is the only example in the course of the solo where Marsh outlines a chord structure larger than a 7th chord.

FIGURE 3

The saxophonist quickly departs from stylistic quotation and employs a poly-chordal method of dealing with dominant 7th chords. The most common way of utilizing this technique is to build a 7th chord off one of the chord tones of the existing lead sheet chord. Marsh uses a descending F minor 7 arpeggio on beat one of measure 75. This chord structure can be derived from reorganizing the series of the full Eb thirteenth chord (scale degrees 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 becomes 9, 11, 13, 1). A similar design occurs on the first beat of measure 58. Warne Marsh plays an F# minor 7th arpeggio structure, derived from scale degree 5 of the B7 chord.

In contrast, there are several examples of poly-chord structures that do not easily fit conventional theoretical archetypes. Within the same measure, Marsh plays a chordal structure based off of the b9 of B7 on beats 3 and 4. This creates a “slash chord” that can be labeled Emajor7/C. This is the only example in the course of the solo where Marsh outlines a chord structure larger than a 7th chord.
REORGANIZATION OF DOMINANT13 CHORDS

Assembled by John Petrucelli

Harmonic Composite of Measure 75

\[ E^{b}13 \quad \text{becomes} \quad F_{a}^{(b)13} \quad \text{Harmonic Composite of Measure 75} \]

\[ F_{b}7 \]

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Indicated Lead Sheet Chord: } E^{b}7 \\
\text{Harmonic Composite of Measure 58} \\
\text{Indicated Lead Sheet Chord: } B7 \\
\end{array} \]

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Harmonic Composite of Measure 58} \\
\text{Indicated Lead Sheet Chord: } B7 \\
\end{array} \]

\[ F_{a}7 \]

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Harmonic Composite of Measure 58} \\
\text{Indicated Lead Sheet Chord: } B7 \\
\end{array} \]

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Harmonic Composite of Measure 58} \\
\text{Indicated Lead Sheet Chord: } B7 \\
\end{array} \]

\[ F_{a}7 \]

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Harmonic Composite of Measure 58} \\
\text{Indicated Lead Sheet Chord: } B7 \\
\end{array} \]

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Harmonic Composite of Measure 58} \\
\text{Indicated Lead Sheet Chord: } B7 \\
\end{array} \]

\[ F_{a}7 \]

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Harmonic Composite of Measure 58} \\
\text{Indicated Lead Sheet Chord: } B7 \\
\end{array} \]

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Harmonic Composite of Measure 58} \\
\text{Indicated Lead Sheet Chord: } B7 \\
\end{array} \]

\[ F_{a}7 \]
Measure 27 outlines an E minor7 arpeggio when the conventional chord structure is an Eb7 chord. Here, Marsh is implying another dissonant poly-chord, shown below.

**ALL THE THINGS YOU ARE**

**MEASURE 27 HARMONIC POLY-CHORD IMPLICATION**

Assembled by John Petrucelli

These types of chord structures are not uncommon to certain musical situations. Keith Waters\(^5\) analysis of the Second Miles Davis Quintet displays a wide variety of voicings that pianist Herbie Hancock uses with similar intent (not to suggest cross pollination, they arrived at these conclusions from separate sources). Pederson’s bass accompaniment utilizes an ascending line that hits the Eb simultaneously with Marsh’s D natural. The resulting counterpoint implies an Eb major collection with a raised 5th on beat 1, followed by the sound of a minor collection on beat 2. Beat 3 could be heard as a major collection, followed by contrapuntal dissonance on beat 4, resolving on the downbeat of measure 28.

---

\(^5\) Waters 2011
In the second chorus, the saxophonist introduces a similar approach. Typically, measure 39 (the third measure of the chorus form) calls for an Eb7 chord. Instead, he plays an ascending arpeggio figure that outlines a D half diminished 7th chord. The resulting combination could be harmonically assembled as follows:

**CONTRAPUNTAL IMPLICATIONS: M. 27**

*All The Things You Are, Warne Marsh Solo*
*Transcribed by John Petrucelli*

**ALL THE THINGS YOU ARE**
**MEASURE 39 HARMONIC IMPLICATION**

*Assembled by John Petrucelli*

*Treble Clef is a harmonic interpretation of Marsh’s arpeggio pattern*

*Piano*

*Bass Clef is a harmonic interpretation of conventional lead sheet chord*
Once again, the resulting counterpoint between Pederson and Marsh creates interesting intervallic effects. Below is a chart notating each beat and the interval that occurs between the saxophone and bass. There is a high increase in perceived intervallic dissonance on the downbeat of 3 in measure 39 that gradually resolves to a perfect 5 on the downbeat of measure 40.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beat</th>
<th>1(D.B)</th>
<th>2(D.B)</th>
<th>2(U.B.)</th>
<th>3(D.B)</th>
<th>3(U.B)</th>
<th>4(D.B)</th>
<th>4(U.B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interval</td>
<td>P8</td>
<td>M7</td>
<td>m7</td>
<td>(b9, M10, aug 4, #11)</td>
<td>M9</td>
<td>M6</td>
<td>m6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*D.B= down beat, U.B= up beat
**The resulting intervals are in parenthesis on the upbeat of 2 to show that because the rhythm Marsh is playing is happening so fast at the true tempo, it is unlikely that the listener would hear each of these intervals distinctly.

It is important to note that both measure 27 and 39 Marsh seems to be purposefully working with the major 7th of the root rather than the minor 7th in order to emphasize the voice leading of the D natural over Eb in the bass to Eb over Ab. Melody and smooth voice leading seem to be leading Marsh to arpeggiate structures that may have seemed dissonant or out of place in other contexts, but flow seamlessly in the environment in which they are presented.
ALL THE THINGS YOU ARE

WARNE MARSH SOLO, TRANSCRIBED BY JOHN PETRUCCELL

SOLO APPEARS IN CONCERT, TRANPOSED UP ONE OCTAVE
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Chapter 6 “Just One of Those Things”

6.1 Discussion of Composition

Cole Porter’s composition “Just One of Those Things” is one of two occasions that Marsh immediately begins improvising without a statement of the melody (the other being “When You’re Smiling”). Gioia notes “this song seems to push musicians outside of their usual comfort zones,”¹ possibly due to the interesting modulation from D minor in the A sections to Eb major and C major during the B section.²

6.2 Motivic Analysis

The performance begins with the saxophonist leaping the interval of a major 13th. Within the first 16 measures, most of the central motives are introduced: V, T, Major Pentatonic (M.P.) X and reference to the blues collection.

In measure 3, Marsh introduces a B major tetrachord, a four-note derivation of the major pentatonic collection. While in measure 3 he ascends through “root

---

¹ The title on The Unissued Copenhagen Studio Recordings appears as “Just One of These Things”. Gioia, The Jazz Standards: A Guide to the Repertoire 2012

² Jazz Standards Songs and Instrumentals 2005-2012
position”, he presents a transformed version of the C major tetrachord in measure 7.

**Just One of Those Things: Major Tetrachords**

![Motive V](image)

Interestingly, this motive only occurs in the first 8 measures of the solo, and is not directly used again with the exception of measure 19 and 45 as a way of leading into the U motive.

Motive V comprises a large part of the composition of the improvisation. It can be described as an ascending stepwise motion, typically using scale degrees 1 through 5 of the D minor scale. It can be found first in measure 13 beginning with a presentation of motive G, delaying the arrival until beat two. A pickup not on the upbeat of four of measure 13 allows for a stronger reference to the motive on beat one, and then scalar “filler” is used to return to motive V for a third time (which also creates a full D melodic minor scale beginning on scale degree 5).

**Motive V**

![Motive V](image)
Motive X occurs in a similar manner to Warne Marsh’s solo on “Oh, Lady Be Good”. This enclosure idea, which typically was used in the bebop style as a linking motive to a scalar or arpeggio run, is repurposed by Marsh to create long chromatic phrases (sometimes in conjunction with motive C.S.). Measure 67 is an interesting case since listeners can also hear a reference to the bebop composition “Donna Lee”.

Just One of Those Things:
X Motive Phrases in Comparison to Donna Lee

Marsh embeds ingeniously motive X 113 through 117 in his phrase along with a combination of motive T (minor variant), a transformation of the V motive and the descending G motive.

The final motivic element that Marsh uses is a descending blues phrase. While typically this melodic material is generally not remarkable in most improvisations, it is only used on two occasions during The Unissued Copenhagen Studio Recordings (the other being “The More I See You”). It seems that rather than playing a central motivic role in his improvisation, Warne Marsh is signifying the association between the “traditional” jazz language that

---

3 Since most jazz musicians use the blues, both as a form and as melodic content in their improvisations.
features the wholesale incorporation of the blues vernacular. As Robert Walser notes, “signification is logical, rational, limited, from this perspective, meaning are denotative, fixed, exact and exclusive”⁴. Certainly Marsh employs the blues motive in a limited and logical way, as an ending to his solo, allowing the listener to distinctly perceive its use and perhaps providing a greater sense of finality that recalls the tradition of the music.

6.3 Harmonic Analysis

Warne Marsh’s solo on “Just One of Those Things” is predominantly linear. The use of major pentatonic scales built off of interesting parts of the chords occurs several times. The B major tetrachord pattern that occurs in measure 3 is constructed from scale degree 4 of the Em7.

In measure 12 Marsh plays an ascending minor seventh chord into the altissimo range that is similar to “Confirmation” (measure 26) and “I Should Care” (measure 12). Interestingly, he uses an arpeggio that recalls a contemporary rootless piano voicing. Built from the major seventh of the minor chord, this voicing is constructed with the 7, 9, 3 and 5 of the minor chord. In measure 75, Bbmaj7 chord over Gm7 chord.

⁴ Walser 1995
JUST ONE OF THOSE THINGS

Warne Marsh Solo, transcribed by John Petrucci

Chorus I

\[ \text{DA7} - \text{EA7} - \text{BAR7} - \text{F7} \]

11 \[ \text{G7} \]

20 \[ \text{F7} - \text{Bb7} - \text{F7} - \text{Bb7} - \text{Ebmaj7} \]

34 \[ \text{F7} - \text{Bb7} - \text{Eb7} - \text{Am7} \]

43 \[ \text{Fa7} - \text{F7} - \text{EA7} - \text{F7} - \text{Ga7} \]
6.1 Overt Structural Implications

One of the remarkable elements of Warne Marsh’s improvisation on “Everytime We Say Goodbye” is that he creates a distinctive, visible (even at a superficial level) structural relationship in real-time. Both improvisations follow the same overall plan: an Anstieg\(^1\) to the primary tone, followed by a fundamental descent to \(^1\). Marsh and creates a beautiful shape to his solo through an ascension that peaks, and descends all the way from \(^8\) to \(^1\).

6.2 Discussion of “Everytime We Say Goodbye”

The second ballad performance on the album, and by far the slowest tempo performed is Cole Porter’s 1944 composition “Ev’ry time We Say Goodbye”. Note that the spelling on the recording is “Everytime We Say Goodbye”, and I have opted to refer to the composition as the album does for ease of comparison.\(^2\) Recorded versions of this composition favor introspective, sparse interpretations,

---

\(^1\) “An initial ascent is a rising linear progression to the primary tone (or Kopfton) on the Urlinie and, as a very deep level elaboration of the Ursatz, might span many bars. The initial ascent is one of the most common constituents of the first level of the middleground.” (Pankhurst 2008)

\(^2\) Though Ted Gioia also refers to the composition’s spelling as “Ev’ry Time We Say Goodbye” (Gioia, The Jazz Standards: A Guide to the Repertoire 2012)
many times without improvisation on the chord changes at all\(^3\). Warne Marsh elects to perform the piece duo with Niels Henning Ørsted Pederson. Pederson adds significantly to the recording, alternating between a call and response bass line and a classically inspired eighth note contrapuntal line as Marsh plays the melody.

The great majority of Warne Marsh’s one chorus solo is based around motive S. On the upbeat of 4 in the measure before chorus one, Marsh introduces motive S, recalling the presentation in his improvisation “All The Things You Are”. Once he reaches the downbeat of one in measure one of chorus one, he immediately rhythmically transforms and reverses motive S. Marsh uses the motive in a completely new way from previous presentations. In this performance, motive S becomes the foundation of an implied three-voice line. The “top” and “bottom” parts are essentially a pedal E, the 3\(^{rd}\) of the C major. Motive S plays a critical role in the “middle” voice, shifting from scale degree 5 and 6 on the C major to the augmented 5\(^{th}\) and 6\(^{th}\), ascending again to the major 7\(^{th}\) and 1\(^{st}\). Marsh descends back to the augmented 5\(^{th}\) to 6\(^{th}\) version, then alters the motive on beat 3 of measure 3, providing a sense of movement (highlighted by outlining a dominant b9 harmony rather the traditional Am7 notated in the transcription) to the quarter note G on the downbeat of one in measure 4. By measure four, it becomes apparent to the listener that Marsh is following the general shape of the melody. He ascends from the E to F, and another rhythmic

\(^3\) John Coltrane’s famous interpretation from the album *My Favorite Things* relies solely on the statement of the melody.
transformation of motive S heightens the G in the second half of measure 6 through measure 7.

EVERYTIME WE SAY GOODBYE

Simultaneously during his one chorus improvisation, Warne Marsh is able to develop new variations of the melody while creating an ascending Anstieg. As mentioned, he begins his solo emphasizing ^3, and rises to ^4 on the downbeat of one in measure 4, and continues to ^5 in measure 5. Marsh’s emphasis of the G (^5) parallels his phrasing and emphasis of the E (^3).

While an argument could be made to graph the descending ^8-^7-^6-^5 line that occurs over measures 9 through 12, it seems that due to the nature of the composition and the fact that the harmony is moving away from the tonic key center, the voice leading Marsh uses should not be viewed in terms of a discussion of the overall structural plan. Instead, it may be more informative to view the improvisation from measures 8 through 24 as prolongation of the G (^5). While perhaps obscured to some extent early on, by measure 16 it seems that Marsh is unveiling the G, arriving on the note several times in two different octaves within his phrase. In measures 21, 22 and 23, he exclusively features G, and continues his ascent to ^6, the A, in measure 24. While ^7 is embedded in a
backwards presentation of motive T, the listener can still perceive the importance of the leading tone, driving to ^8 on the upbeat of 2, which is reinforced by another statement of ^8 on the upbeat of four (carried over to beat one of measure 26). Marsh then descends to ^7 on beat 3 of measure 26 and utilizes a beautiful passing tone (b7, scale degree 3 of the Gm7 harmony) to descend to ^6 on beat 3. Marsh again (this time temporarily) delays the presentation of ^5, using another motive T variant, then using a quick eighth note F to create the ^4-^3 motion. The final two measures realize the poignant conclusion of the performance; a gentle rubato as Warne Marsh holds ^3, creating symmetry between the start and end of the solo. He then playfully bounces between ^2 and ^1, but immediately returns to ^2 and holds it for dramatic effect. He uses another backwards presentation of motive T to finally conclude his solo on ^1.
EVERYTIME WE SAY GOODBYE

Verse 1
Cmaj7 Cmaj7(b5) C6 Cmaj7(b5) Cmaj7 Am7 D7 G7

Chorus I
D‹7 CŒ" G7
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Chapter 8 Conclusions

Warne Marsh demonstrates remarkable control throughout his improvisations on *The Unissued Copenhagen Studio Recordings*. His dedication to the beauty of his improvised melodic lines leads him to exotic harmonic structures, while also displaying the ability to communicate in the context of the traditional jazz language. Marsh’s unique ability to juxtapose sixteenth note and triplet patterns (both eighth and quarter note based) has been adopted by a wide array of musicians. In general, Warne Marsh’s solos are compact with a highly unified phrase structure. Perhaps the shorter length of his solos allows him the ability to have a greater degree of conscious control over the structure, which could be supported by the fact that on his longer performances such as "I Want to Be Happy", the longer choruses are more repetitive. While they are demonstrative of technical facility and command, they are not necessarily the most inspired performances on the recording (in terms of structural unity, motivic unity and harmonic analysis), which should not be taken to mean they are not enjoyable.

Motives are mostly scalar material that allows them to be easily transposed and transformed to fit in major, dominant and minor contexts at all points within the chordSCALE structure. The diagram at the end of this chapter provides a global list of the motives that Marsh references throughout his performance. Unlike Thomas Owen’s Ph.D. dissertation on Charlie Parker’s use of formula¹, Owens 1974
keeping the focus of the performances by an individual improviser on a single day yields a host of benefits. In his analysis of Bill Evans, Austin Gross discusses the fact that “structural frameworks”, recurring melodic patterns embedded at the phrase level, generates a group of formulas that can shape an individual solo or be used more globally throughout a performance. An interrelationship therefore exists between the individual motives documented and discussed in Marsh’s solo improvisations with larger scale formulas at the phrasal level. Not catalogued, but nonetheless important are the “pathways” that Marsh employs to negotiate the tenor saxophone itself while simultaneously dealing with the local harmonic and motivic context. Ben Givan points to the relationship between specific fingerings and the key of a performance.

Another notable fact is that Warne Marsh does not perform any of his own compositions or contrafacts linked to the Tristano School. This is probably due to the fact that Marsh did not necessarily view the process of composition through the prism of concert repertoire.

To him the goal was writing exercises, at least in terms of the context of studying with Lennie was really meant to help him further develop that individual voice, to work with material and structure, but essentially, if you took a writing assignment on a weekly basis, slow improvising and working on spontaneous performance. The idea was to be able to spontaneous improvise at roughly the same level as you would have written. Warne is one of the very few guys that I can tell you that is the case...

\[2\] Gross 2011

\[3\] For instance, motive V + the descending Minor tetrachord occurs throughout Warne Marsh’s solo on “Just One of Those Things”.

\[4\] Givan 2010

\[5\] Klopotowski, Interview with Guitarist John Klopotowski 2012
The final point of discussion regarding Warne Marsh’s playing is the shift in his sound concept. Saxophonist Ted Brown discusses the fact that the change from a very focused, classically inspired sound to one more gruff, broad and penetrating may have originally been for pragmatic purposes. In 1970, Marsh joined the group Supersax, which was a band composed of five saxophones (2 altos, 2 tenors, 1 baritone) that featured unique arrangements of Charlie Parker’s original recorded improvisations. Brown says that “a heavier sound” was necessary “because he had to compete with the five [saxophones].” Yet, while his original intention may have stemmed from pragmatic considerations, it is unlikely that if Warne Marsh did not grow to enjoy this different sound concept, he would not have used it for his solo recordings during this time period, such as *The Unissued Copenhagen Studio Recordings*. While it is true that he did retain other mouthpieces setups to use his more focused classical tone, clearly Marsh was choosing to make an artistic statement by changing his sound concept and choosing to demonstrate that change outside of section playing with Supersax.

In closing, by the 1970’s Warne Marsh clearly demonstrates an independent aesthetic with a unique style of phrasal structure and poignant lyricism. He has since become a significant influence on the contemporary jazz saxophone community, including notable musicians Mark Turner and Donny McCaslin. Perhaps most inspiring to contemporary musicians is Warne Marsh’s sense of balance between tradition, spontaneous composition and interaction with the

---

6 Brown 2013
7 Ibid.
fellow members of his band. Perhaps Marsh himself said it best: “I let the music play me”.

Warne Marsh Formulaic Analysis

Motive Y (part of Gushee's Lester Young Analysis)

Motive G (part of Gushee's Lester Young Analysis)

Motive C.S. (Chromatic Slide)

Generally a descending/ascending four note chromatic run

Can also be longer to delay feeling of resolution with a phrase

Motive R

Motive S

presentation on All The Things You Are

rhythmically altered, backwards presentation on Everytime We Say Goodbye

Motive T

(octave displaced version)

Motive U

---

Marsh, Warne Marsh Biography 2013
Motive V
Scalar "filler" or Motive G can be used to return to motive V within a single phrase

Motive W
(major triad: all different inversions possible over a variety of different chord qualities)

Motive X (chromatic enclosure)

Motive Z (major 7th chord arpeggio, all different inversions possible)

Minor Pentatonic Scale (occurs in all inversions)

Major Pentatonic scale (occurs in all inversions)
can be used to lead into the U motive

Descending Blues Scale (usually rhythmically or intervallically transformed)
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Appendix I: Interview with Guitarist John Klopotowski

Interview with Guitarist John Klopotowski by John Petrucelli on October 29, 2012

John Petrucelli- JP
John Klopotowski- K

JP: Could you discuss your background and how you came to meet Warne Marsh?

K: I was a student at William Paterson. Thad Jones ran the program. After school, I started studying with Sonny Dallas, and after a period of time, Sonny gave him Warne’s number and told me I was ready.

JP: Are you aware of the recording The Unissued Copenhagen Studio Recordings?

K: Oh, very well. It was never released in Warne’s lifetime. I was in Tower Records in ’91, and I saw two CD’s, one with the trio, Warne, Niels Henning Ørsted Pederson and Alan Levitt, and one with the quartet.

JP: In general, are there any specific moments of Warne’s improvisations that come to mind when you think of his unique style?

K: Yes. On the recording Warne Out, his solo on You Stepped Out of a Dream constantly references the #11 [creating a polychord]. On the album I Remember You with Red Mitchell and Karin Krog, his recording on I Remember You is amazing. You can hear how he uses sequence. Because of the logic of the
motive, he can alter it rhythmically, and extend it into regions of scales, all in a spontaneous framework.

JP: In listening to this recording, are there any harmonic lines and/or rhythmic material that you hear in Warne’s playing that he taught you?

K: One thing is that the big picture is that by working on all that material with Warne, essentially it felt like musical gymnastics, and I was in shape, but if you listen to Warne’s playing, he was in way more shape than any of the rest of us. When you do that stuff [slow practicing, metrical exercises, harmonic superimposition] it creates a great fluency and command. He could play across the bar line and create these complex phrases through different harmonies and demonstrate complete freedom within the structure.

JP: Would a good example be on “Confirmation” at 1:18 of Warne’s solo?

K: In that specific example, to me I hear Warne playing a pentatonic phrase over the bar line. That one sounds like he’s playing a fairly simple melodic line that occurs as a result of the changing harmonies underneath him. There are other things in that solo that I heard that really grab me though and I can tell you where they are. There is a phrase coming back into the melody of “Confirmation”, there is a line that turns the beat around so completely that I would have gotten lost half the time. You had to be so secure in your time to play with him. That little introductory phrase to leads back into the head always amazes me [approx. 4:23 of “Confirmation”].
JP: Warne seems to have dedicated to the spontaneous composition of melodic material during the 70's. Did he maintain a compositional practice as well? It seems as though his composing, or at least recording his own compositions dropped off after his study with Lennie Tristano.

K: I don’t think he was writing. If he was I didn’t hear about it. Nothing showed up on 1975 up until he died, other than renamed tunes so he didn’t have to pay royalties and stuff like that. As he said to me when I was writing for him [during private lessons], the goal when he was studying with Lennie was to write one thing [composition] a week. He said to me that Marshmallow was “everything he could think of into one line”. I think of him [at that time] as a 20 year old genius.

JP: What was the role of composition in Tristano’s teaching, and how did it impact Warne’s development?

K: To him the goal was writing exercises, at least in terms of the context of studying with Lennie was really meant to help him further develop that individual voice, to work with material and structure, but essentially, if you took a writing assignment on a weekly basis, slow improvising and working on spontaneous performance. The idea was to be able to spontaneous improvise at roughly the same level as you would have written. Warne is one of the very few guys that I can tell you that is the case.

He could improvise something like Loco 47, the first track of Warne Out, is improvised and it sounds like somebody sat down and write it. And that was
enough for him. He taught me that the value of writing was to give himself time to think about the ideas, taking it out of the real time context. Once I got to the point of equality between improvisation and composition, he told me “now you have it, do what you need to”. In other words, if you want to write for a band or have a project, or just play you can do that too. It was very free; once you demonstrated you had mastered the assignments. That’s how I feel about where he got to with Lennie, whatever he was writing, and there were certainly some gems, but it sort of fell off as an activity in place of picking up his horn and playing. I certainly hear that in his playing where his spontaneous compositions where it sounds like he sat there for an hour. The last I know he was writing was some arrangements for the Supersax group when he was in the band. I know he wrote the arrangement on *The Song Is You*, he had some interesting inner voices for that arrangement.

JP: Did you ever record with Warne?

K: Twice. One was a radio broadcast, and also when we played at Stonybrook that was broadcast live and there are some great masters of that concert.

JP: I listened to the Stonybrook concert, at least the tracks that you posted on *A Jazz Life*, it sounded great!

K: Yes, years later I mentioned it to Warne and he cut me off and just said “that was a good performance huh?”

JP: At the end of Warne’s life he was working on spontaneous contrapuntal improvisation. Are there any recording of you and Warne?
K: Not with me and Warne, but there is a recording with Warne and Susan Chen along those lines. During that time, Jack Walrath had unearthed a cassette, but he couldn't identify the players. He sent it to me and the first thing I hear is the Jamey Aebersold count off. It was the eight tracks from the Jamey Aebersold All Bird album, probably practicing for a Supersax gig.

I know Warne was respected at the time, and with the internet his profile has risen, but like Warne told me “I'm just trying to pass on what Lennie taught me”, and likewise I'm just trying to pass on a little piece of what I got from Warne.
Appendix II: Interview with Saxophonist Ted Brown

Interview with Saxophonist Ted Brown, conducted by John Petrucci on April 26, 2013

Ted Brown- B
John Petrucci- P

JP: When was the first time that you met Warne?

TB: I was in the army in Fort Lee Virginia in 1946. I was in the post band there and he was in another band called Special Services. We didn't play together in the bands but we did get together in some private sessions once in a while. We would jam together in mess hall late at night when no one else was around.

JP: After leaving the army, when did you two reconnect? Was it through Lennie Tristano?

TB: I was living in Southern California and he was living in Hollywood with his parents, or his mother anyway. When I got out of the army, I moved out to California for a while, he was also out there playing a couple different clubs. So I saw him there a few times, at some sessions on Central Avenue and also another one over towards Long Beach.

JP: Around what year was that?

TB: We were discharged in 1947. The summer of ‘48 Warne joined Buddy Rich’s band, and they toured the country and he got to New York City in October. I also
moved to New York City myself in September. I saw him at a private session, and met Lennie as well at that time.

JP: I know you had the opportunity to record with Warne Marsh on several occasions. Could you discuss his demeanor and/or approach to working in the recording studio?

TB: Well, he didn’t waste any time. He knew what he wanted, and we usually just did one or two takes [per song]. We came prepared because we usually rehearsed two days a week, so by the time we got to the studio we knew what to do, and we just went ahead and did it.

JP: So there was a significant amount of rehearsal before a recording session?

TB: Oh yeah. We were rehearsing every Tuesday and Thursday in Pasadena, and working Friday and Saturday night at the club on Sunset Boulevard for a few months. So we had a lot of stuff going on, and by the time we went into the studio we had been over it. He was always very well prepared, and he would find a way around problems quickly. He really took care of business.

JP: Would he give specific instructions to the band?

TB: Not really. By the time we got into the studio, we had been playing together for three or four years at Lennie Tristano’s studio in NYC. He had sessions from 1951 through 1956. He used to have two sessions: Wednesday and Saturday
night. I was on the Wednesday session in the beginning. When Lee went on the road with Stan Kenton in 1952, Lennie switched me over to Saturday night, and through 1955 I was playing with Lennie and Warne every Saturday night. The only thing [instructions] Warne gave us in the studio was who would play first, second, etc. As to what we played, that was up to us.

JP: Could you talk about the influence of Lester Young on Warne Marsh?

TB: I'm not sure what happened, but we all started to appreciate Lester Young after we started trying to do our own for a few years, and saw how effortlessly he did what he did: a super melodic line and sense of swinging. I don't remember any discussions about it, I wasn't really in contact with him that much in the 70's because he was in California and I was in New York and then Massachusetts. But I know he joined the Supersax group in 1972, and they did all the Charlie Parker charts with five saxes. I think from that point on, he started to appreciate Lester Young even more, because Charlie Parker was great and it was very complicated to play with a sax section, and Lester Young was very simple and easy to listen to. I guess some of that started to come back to him. I think he always had it in mind but I don't know what made him switch back to that. I did myself, in a way, start to appreciate more playing simply and melodically than trying to be too technical.

JP: It seems that by the 1970's he had changed his sound concept as well.
TB: That’s true; it [his sound] did change over the years. Part of it was in the early years with Lennie the type of mouthpiece we were using a Brilhart mouthpiece, which was very precise and good for playing all of those high notes and all that stuff. But then later on when he was with Supersax, he switched to a metal mouthpiece; link [Otto Link brand metal mouthpiece]. That has a heavier sound, because he had to compete with the five saxes you know.

JP: So you think it might have had something to do with section playing as well?

TB: Yeah, and who he was playing with. When he was playing with Lee and Lennie he didn’t have to compete with four other guys who were blowing their brains out.

JP: I think it’s interesting that he decided to stick with that setup, even on his solo recordings.

TB: I know he had other mouthpieces, a Brilhart and a hard rubber link as well. The metal link was good for section playing, but it is not as subtle for a trio or quartet setting. It depends on what you want to sound like.
Appendix III: Transcription of *I Can’t Give You Anything But Love*

I made the following transcriptions of the remaining pieces on the CD in order to study Marsh’s style more thoroughly, although I don’t analyze these solos in the text.

---

**I CAN’T GIVE YOU ANYTHING BUT LOVE**

Warne Marsh Solo, transcribed by John Petrucelli
Appendix III: Transcription of *Without A Song*
Appendix III: Transcription of *I Should Care*
Appendix III: Transcription *The More I See You*

**The More I See You**

Warne Marsh Solo, Transcribed by John Petruccelli
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Appendix III: Transcription of When You’re Smiling
Appendix III: Transcription of *Takin’ A Chance On Love*

*Takin’ A Chance On Love*  
(Warne Marsh Solo, transcribed by John Petrucelli)
Appendix III: Transcription of Little Willie Leaps
Appendix III: Transcription of *I Want To Be Happy*

**I WANT TO BE HAPPY**

**Chorus I**
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